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Stable isotopes: production

Manhattan project (USA, UK and Canada) and the first nuclear
weapon

130,000 people & cost ~ US$2 billion (equivalent to about $23 billion in 2019)
> 90 % - for building factories and to produce fissile material,
< 10 % for development and production of the weapons.

A selection of US and Canadian sites important to the Manhattan Project.
Research and production took place at > 30 sites across
the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada.

October 1939
Einstein’s letter to President Roosevelt: S-1 Uranium Committee
September 1942
Manhattan project (production of weapon)
16 July 1945
Test of A-charge (code name Trinity, nick name The Gadget) in
Alamogordo, NM - the beginning of the Atomic Age

Voluntary censorship of atomic information began before the Manhattan Project.
In 1940 scientific journals began asking the National Academy of Sciences to clear articles.
William L. Laurence of The New York Times, who wrote an article on atomic fission in
The Saturday Evening Post of 7 September 1940, later learned that government officials
asked librarians nationwide in 1943 to withdraw the issue.
The Soviets noticed the silence, however. In April 1942 nuclear physicist Georgy Flyorov
wrote to Josef Stalin on the absence of articles on nuclear fission in American journals;
this resulted in the Soviet Union establishing its own atomic bomb project.
Secrecy
A 1945 Life article estimated that before the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings "probably no more than a few dozen men in
the entire country knew the full meaning of the Manhattan Project, and perhaps only a thousand others even were aware that work on atoms was involved.
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The race of two superpowers for (against) monopoly
over A-bomb weapons in the 40s of the 20th century
The USA
October 1939
Einstein’s letter to President Roosevelt: S-1 Uranium Committee,
September 1942
Manhattan project (production of weapon)

The USSR

16 July 1945
Test of A-charge (code name Trinity, nick name The Gadget) in Alamogordo, NM
the beginning of the Atomic Age

October 1942
Lavrenty Beria’ note to Josef Stalin:
Committee No 1 devoted to atomic problem

20 August 1945
Special Committee under Government Committee for
Defense of the USSR
L. Beria is a head of the Committee.
First Chief Directorate under Council of People's Commissars
of the USSR (Vannikov is a head of Directorate)
29 of August 1949
Test of 1st atomic bomb RDS-1 (based on Pu-239)
16.11.2020
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People from Manhattan project (USA, UK and Canada):
“best brains”
Niels Henrik David Bohr Nobel Prize in Physics (1922)
Otto Robert Frisch
James Franck
Nobel Prize for Physics (1925)
Leo Szilard
Albert Allen Bartlett
Isidor Isaac Rabi Nobel Prize in Physics (1944)
Klaus Emil Julius Fuchs
Victor Weisskopf
Richard Feynman Nobel Prize in Physics (1965)
J. Robert Oppenheimer
Enrico Fermi Nobel Prize (1938)
Ernest O. Lawrence Nobel Prize in Physics (1939)
Sir Rudolf Peierls
Arthur Compton Nobel Prize for Physics (1927)
James Bryant Conant
Vannevar Bush
Edward Teller
Hans Bethe 1967 Nobel Prize in Physics
John von Neumann Von Neumann
Edwin McMillan Nobel Prize in Chemistry (1951)
Glenn T. Seaborg Nobel Prize in Chemistry (1951)
Ernest Thomas Sinton Walton Nobel Prize in Physics (1951)
Sir John Cockcroft Nobel Prize in Physics (1951)
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Leaders of Atomic Project in the USSR

Andrei Sakharov (left) and Igor Kurchatov

Igor Vasil’evich Kurchatov
(1903 –1960), academician of AS USSR,
scientific leader of the Soviet Atomic Project
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Nikolay Semyonov
(1896 – 1986)
Nobel Prize in chemistry (1956)
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(1908-1984)
Academician of Academy of
Science of USSR
gas kinetic technology of 235U enrichment
centrifuge separation of isotopes
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The existing uranium enrichment technologies
as having practical value

1. Electromagnetic separation
2. Gas diffusion
3. Centrifugation
4. Aerodynamic separation
5. Optical (laser) methods
(AVLIS&MLIS)
6. Physical Chemical separation
7. Plasma IRC separation

Note. Only gas diffusion and centrifugation are of commercial importance today.
16.11.2020
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Physical principle of electromagnetic
(mass-spectrometric) separation of isotopes
1913 – The first direct observation of the stable isotopes (20Ne and 22Ne) in experiments
with “cathode rays” by Joseph John Thomson and Francis Aston.
1919 – Investigation of isotope phenomenon. The first mass-spectrometer by Francis
Aston. Identification of isotopes of Chlorine (35 and 37), Bromine (79 and 81), and
Krypton (78, 80, 82, 83, 84 and 86), proving that these natural occurring elements are
composed of a combination of isotopes. Nobel prize of 1922.
1918, Arthur Jeffrey Dempster built his mass spectrometer and established the basic
theory and design of mass spectrometers that is still used to this day. Dempster's research
over his career leading in 1935 to his discovery of the uranium isotope 235U.

The radius R of the trajectory of an ion of mass M and energy in magnetic fields
1/ 2

 2MU 
R

 e 



c
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If the ions are turned in a magnetic field through an angle of 180oC and come to the collector (ion receiver), then the distance between particles with masses M
and M + ∆M on this collector (mass dispersion d) will be
d  2R  R

M
M

Accessible ion current which is limited by defocusing effect owing to volume charge of the ion beam, is of tens of mA.
235U productivity of a single machine if natural isotope mixture of uranium separated —tens of mg per day
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Principle of electromagnetic separation
of stable isotopes
Dispersion d of the EM facility (a distance between ions beams):
d = 2R = R(M/M)

A value of d for Ca isotopes (SU 20 facility) is about 25 mm
2R = 1800 mm

H – magnetic field

d

Source

Dispersion d is a distance
between ions beams)

Receiver

The coefficient of the feed material utilization for EM method is in the range of 2 – 20% only
For example, the coefficient of utilization for Ca isotopes is 4,5%
16.11.2020
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The industrial the SU20 separator at EKP (Lesnoy, Sverdlovsk
region)
(5-floors building & 3000 tons magnet!)
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The SU20: Separation tank (2*2*5 = 20)

R = 90 cm

U = 30 kV
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Production of stable isotopes by
electromagnetic separation at EKP (Lesnoy, Sverdlovsk
region)
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Calutrons at the Y-12 National Security Complex (Oak
Ridge)
Manhattan Project – Electromagnetic project costs
through 31 December 1946 [86]
Site

Cost (1946
USD)

Cost (2019
USD)

% of
total

Construction

$304 million

$3.98 billion

53%

Operations

$240 million

$3.15 billion

41.9%

Research

$19.6 million

$258 million

3.4%

The Y-12 electromagnetic plant
Design

$6.63 million

$86.9 million

1.2%

Silver
Program

$2.48 million

$32.5 million

0.4%

Total

$573 million

$7.51 billion

RAY SMITH
It’s hard to imagine . . .. . . an entire city existing in secret.. . . 60,000 acres set aside for one, top-secret purpose. . . . a discovery so huge it could end a World War.

It’s hard to imagine – but it’s true.
16.11.2020
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Alpha I and Beta Racetracks at Oak Ridge

Alpha I Racetrack. The calutrons are located around the ring (1st November 1943)
1st delivery March 1944, (enriched to 13 to 15 % of 235U).
An oval shape that formed a closed magnetic loop 37 m long, 23 m wide and 4.6
m high (in the shape of a racetrack; hence the name)
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7 June 1944, Y-12 made its first delivery of weapons-grade uranium,
enriched to 89% of 235U
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The Y-12 National Security Complex
(Calutrons in Oak Ridge, DOE, USA)

50 kg of 235U produced in 1945
Including ones for Hiroshima&Nagasaki
A-bombs
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Founders of gas diffusion technology of 235U enrichment

Klaus Emil Julius Fuchs
Gustav Ludwig Hertz
1911-1988
1887 – 1975
Technische Hochschule Berlin ("THB")
now Technical University of Berlin
Siemens-Forschungslaboratorium II

Sir Rudolf Ernst Peierls
1907 – 1995

The Tube Alloys program in Britain and Canada was the first nuclear weapons project
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tube_Alloys

Gaseous diffusion process (later called the K-25 project)
http://militera.lib.ru/memo/usa/groves/08.html

Sir Francis Simon
1893 – 1956

Isaak Konstantinovich Kikoin
1908-1984
Academician of Academy of Science of USSR
one of founders of the Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute
- the first Soviet nuclear reactor (1946) and the Soviet atomic
bomb project (1949))
R&D on gas kinetic technology of 235U enrichment and later –
centrifuge separation of isotopes

-
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S. Sobolev, Ya. Smorodinsky. Theory of the diffusion selecting
machine and of cascade of separators1951
Yu. Kagan. Theory of process of selection of gaseous mixtures
inside porous mediums 1950-52
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Gas diffusion/effusion: base for gas diffusion technology of
235U enrichment
Knudsen diffusion means a diffusion that occurs when the scale length of a system is
comparable to or smaller than the mean free path of the particles involved: for example, in a
long pore with a narrow diameter (2 ÷ 50 nm) because molecules frequently collide with the
pore wall.
Average speed 𝑣 of molecule with mass M at temperature T

v  8RT M
Diffusion is the process of particles moving from an area of high concentration to one of low
concentration. The rate of this movement is a function of temperature, viscosity of the
medium, and the size (mass) of the particles. Diffusion results in the gradual mixing of
materials, and eventually, it forms a homogeneous mixture. EFFUSION is the process in which
a gas escapes from a container through a hole of diameter considerably smaller than the
mean free path of the molecules (as a pinhole ). The escape of the gas is due to the pressure
difference between the container and the exterior. Gaseous diffusion is based on Graham's
law
𝐑𝐚𝐭𝐞 𝐨𝐟 𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐮𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐨𝐟 𝐠𝐚𝐬𝟏
=
𝐑𝐚𝐭𝐞 𝐨𝐟 𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐮𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐨𝐟 𝐠𝐚𝐬𝟐

𝑴𝟐
𝑴𝟏

For example, in a box with a semi-permeable membrane containing a mixture of two gases,
the lighter molecules will pass out of the container more rapidly than the heavier molecules.
The gas leaving the container is somewhat enriched in the lighter molecules, while the
residual gas is somewhat depleted. A single container wherein the enrichment process takes
place through gaseous diffusion is called a diffuser.
16.11.2020
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Uranium hexafluoride UF6
UF6 is used in both of the main uranium enrichment methods —
gaseous diffusion and the gas centrifuge method:
Sublimation at 56.5 oC (101 kPa)
Triple point = 64.05 °C (152 kPa)
Vapor pressure = 80 mm Hg at 20 oC and 800 mm Hg at 60 oC
Isotope
U-234
U-235
U-238

Natural abundance,
%mass
0.0054
0.7204
99.2742

Half-life, T1/2,
years
5
2.46ˑ10 (α-decay)
8
7.04ˑ10 (α-decay)
9
4.468ˑ10 (α-decay)

Fluorine has only a single naturally occurring stable isotope (19F), so
isotopologues of UF6 differ in their molecular weight based solely on
the uranium isotope present.
M(235UF6) = 352
Phase diagram of UF6.
M(238UF6) = 349
1- sublimation at atmospheric pressure (56.5 °C, 101 kPa),
The (maximum) separation factor α for UF6 gas diffusion/effusion
2- triple point (64 °C, 152 kPa).
through the porous based on the difference in average rates of thermal
movement without taking into account the influence of any other
Maximum (theoretical) enrichment factor ε is the difference
factors
in their relative concentrations after and before
𝟑𝟓𝟐
𝑼𝑭𝟔𝟐𝟑𝟖
α = 𝑼𝑭𝟔 = 𝟑𝟒𝟗 = 1.0043
ε = α - 1 = 0.0043
𝟐𝟑𝟓
16.11.2020
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Сascade for uranium isotope separation
The separating unit (gaseous diffuser enrichment cell) is the smallest
part of an isotope separation plant in which the feed mixture is separated into
an "enriched fraction" with a high content of the isotope to be concentrated
and a “depleted fraction". Several units connected in parallel form a stage; in
all elements of one stage, the feed mixture is characterized by the same
isotopic composition, and this is true for both enriched and depleted fractions.
Stage sizes are proportional to the supply flow.
The required concentration of the released isotope can be achieved by
connecting several stages in series; in this case, the set of stages forms a

cascade.
The gas must be processed through some 1400 stages to obtain a product with
a concentration of 3% to 4% U-235. Diffusion plants typically have a small
amount of separation through one stage (hence the large number of stages),
but are capable of handling large volumes of gas.

16.11.2020
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Selecting
element

3% 235U product

Light

Ideal cascade for uranium isotope separation

Cascade stage

Heavy

Selecting elements

Feed

Feed
0.7%
235U

Join of flows
of the same
enrichment not to
increase entropy

Waster 0.2% 235U
16.11.2020
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Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant

Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant
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Gas diffusion enrichment of 235U in the USSR - 1
In the 1950s, the USSR expanded its diffusion capacities by three plants (AEKhK, ECP, SKhK), thereby increasing the energy
consumption of enrichment complexes to 3% of the total electricity in the USSR!

Model of the OK-7 facility (scale 1:50).
The first industrial gas diffusion plant in the USSR

A typical gaseous diffusion cascade producing uranium
for nuclear power, enriched to 5%, contains more than
1000 stages. Each stage has a powerful compressor.
Almost all the energy consumed in the cascade is converted into
heat, which must be removed by the cooling water.
16.11.2020
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Gas diffusion enrichment of 235U in the USSR (2)
Key components of separation cell/stage are Porous filter and compressor

Ni tube D15 mm & thickness wall 0.15 mm & length 550 mm
Thickness of separation layer
0,01 mm
Pores diameter
0,01 μ
Pressure
up to 300 mm Hg
Square
400 m2
Resource without regeneration
10 y
16.11.2020
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Gas centrifuge for separation of Uranium isotopes
The centrifugal force

The gas in the centrifuge settles into a dynamic equilibrium, balancing the centrifugal force that presses the
gas against the wall of the rotor and the diffusive force that seeks to distribute the gas equally throughout
the volume of the rotor. According to Boltzmann on periphery of a cavity of a rotor gas is enriched with a
heavy faction 238UF6, is closer to an axis with 235UF6).
Factor of separation α0 and limit of separation power δU of counter-flow centrifuge (by P. Dirac and was
published as part of a book by Karl Cohen, 1951) are:
x1 (0) x1 (a)
/
 exp[( M 2  M 1 )2 a 2 / 2 RT ]
x2 (0) x2 (a)

where x1 and x2 are the concentrations of components 1 and 2, respectively, and a is the rotor radius.
U max  D(

M2 a 2 2
) L / 2
2 RT

where L is the length of the rotor, ∆M is the difference in the molecular weights of the separated isotopes, ρ
is the density of the working gas, D is the self-diffusion coefficient, δU is the separation capacity in moles
per unit time.
A countercurrent flow is established, and that convective flow carries the lighter isotope to the top of the
centrifuge and the heavier isotope to the bottom. That results in an axial separation factor that tends to be
much larger than the radial separation factor given by equation above.
* Cascade of the centrifuges does not need compressors.
* The Pitot pipes for the fraction's outputs give an extra-pressure which is
enough to transport the gas to the next centrifuges.
* The selection effect of the centrifuge depend the absolute molecular mass
difference. Thus, it is effective for any heavy elements.
* The longer centrifuge, the higher its productivity but ...
16.11.2020
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A countercurrent flow

0 

Centrifugal acceleration is up to 500000 g
v (linear speed of rotor) = 250 ÷ 300 m/sec (up to 600 m/sec)
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Short subcritical gas centrifuge for selection of isotopes
238UF
6

heavy fraction

UF6 feed
235UF light
6

fraction

Radial and unloading axial
magneto-static bearing
Turbo-molecular
vacuum pump
Rotor

Pitot tube as
gas intake

Casing

Internal cavern of rotor
with UF6 gas under
separation

Flexible bearing
steel needle
16.11.2020
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Gas centrifuge: limitations on material of a rotor pipe
System of resonant frequencies of a rotor with a homogeneous tube using the tube formula with a large L/D ratio
f рез 


2

n2

D
L2

E 8

where: n - harmonic number; D is the pipe diameter; L - pipe length; E - longitudinal modulus of elasticity of the pipe material; ρ - the density of the
pipe material.

For a steel rotor tube 1 m long and D = 15 cm, substituting the constants for steel E = 2ˑ1011 N/m2, ρ = 7.8 103 kg/m3, we get: fres = 421 Hzˑn2.
For the harmonic number n = 1, the peripheral velocity 𝑉φ = 200 m/sec and δU = 1 SWU/yr
if we assume the separation power δ𝑈𝑤𝑠𝑢/𝑦𝑟 = 12ˑ𝐿𝑚 (𝑉𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐 /700)2 (D/0.12)0.4
The tensile tangential stress σ𝜏 in a rotating pipe is σ𝜏 =ρ 𝑽𝝋 and is equal ~ 31 kg/mm2 for such peripheral velocity 𝑉φ
This is much less stress that high-strength steel can withstand. Thus, due to the excessive length of the rotor tube, resonance is reached much earlier
than reaching the maximum permissible rotation velocity 𝑉φ for high-strength steel.
For maraging steel (MSS), the value of σ𝜏 = 200 kg/mm2, which corresponds Vϕ = 500 m/s, and for D = 15 cm of the centrifuge rotor, the rotation
frequency is 1060 Hz. So, the length of the rotor will be L = 0.614 m.
The separating capacity δU of the rotor with the optimized length will be 4.1 SWU/yr.
For Carbon fibers (the tensile strength from 300 ÷ 500 kg/mm2), the permissible 𝑉φ of a pipe of such a design will be 816 m/s, the corresponding
frequency is 1730 Hz, and the permissible L = 0.656 m for n = 1.
Estimating the separation capacity of such a subcritical module 𝜹𝑼𝒘𝒔𝒖/𝒚𝒓 = 11.7.
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Gas centrifuge: limitations on “Sub-critical” and “Supercritical”
System of resonant frequencies of a rotor with a homogeneous tube using the tube formula with a large L/D ratio
f рез 



2

n2

D
L2

E 8

where: n - harmonic number; D is the pipe diameter; L - pipe length; E - longitudinal modulus of elasticity of the pipe material;
ρ - the density of the pipe material.
Empirical expression for the separation power δ𝑈𝑤𝑠𝑢/𝑦𝑟 = 12ˑ𝑳𝒎 (𝑉𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐 /700)2 (D/0.12)0.4
At pinning up of the long rotor of the centrifuge there is a problem of trouble-free passing of resonances, which can take
place, if the rotating frequency coincides with a frequency of the own bend oscillations of the rotor. This resonance
frequency is called “critical”.
“Sub-critical” or “before-critical” centrifuges (L/D = 4÷5) work at a frequency of rotor spinning being less than the first
bending resonance. The rotor length and rotating speed of such a centrifuge have to be limited to avoid the problem.
“Super-critical” or “above-critical” centrifuges (L/D ≥10) rotate with a frequency which is more than the resonance
frequency of its oscillations of bend. The resonance problem is overcoming by special design means. It is a key “knowhow” for successful development of the long centrifuges. The difficulty of a rotor with a homogeneous rigid tube passing
through
resonances with a system of frequencies f, 4f, 9f, 16f, ... is due to the fact that the first of them or subsequent (with a longer rotor)
will be are located in the range of many hundreds of Hz.
A-bellows corrugation, rolled on
an all-metal (MCC) rotor tube.
The passage of such resonant frequencies requires careful balancing of
the rotor, applying a variety of balancing masses at predetermined
B - bellows corrugation connecting
positions along its length and a well-designed flexural damping system.
two one-piece composite
sections of the rotor tube.
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Separative work and Separative work units SWU
Separative work – the amount of separation done by an enrichment process – is a function of the concentrations of the feedstock, the enriched
output, and the depleted tailings; and is expressed in units which are so calculated as to be proportional to the total input (energy/machine
operation time) and to the mass processed. Separative work is not energy.
The work of separation is mathematically formulated through the difference of specially determined separation potentials of feed (raw
material), enriched and waste

ΔU=P(2xp-1) ln[xp/ (1-xp)] + W(2xw-1) ln[xw/ (1-xw)] – F(2xF-1) ln [xF/ (1-xF)].
Here P, W, F are the amount of the enriched product obtained, waste and consumed raw materials (feed), respectively, and xp, xw, xF are the
concentration of the target isotope in the corresponding fractions of the enriched, waste and feed.
If the mass of products is measured, as is customary, in kilograms, then the work of separation has the dimension of kilograms, although it is
not directly related to the mass of the processed substance.
Kilogram Separative Work Unit measures the quantity of separative work (indicative of energy used in enrichment) when feed and product
quantities are expressed in kilograms. SWUs, kg SW, or kg UTA (from the German Urantrennarbeit).
Starting with 100 kilograms of natural uranium, it takes about 60 kg SW to produce 10 kilograms of uranium enriched in U-235 content to 4.5%.
The same amount of separative work will require different amounts of energy depending on the efficiency of the separation technology.
Separative work is measured in Separative work units SWU, kg SW
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Some parameter of centrifuges
U ЕРР / год  12Lметр Vм / сек 700 D 0,12
2

The separation power of a uranium centrifuge is a simple empirical relationship:

0, 4

Сравнительные характеристики газовых центрифуг для
разделения стабильных изотопов различного периода
разработки

Productivity
500%
производительность % центрифуг в
зависимости от молекулярной массы
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Working gas molecular mass μ

Centrifuges for selection of non-uranium isotopes
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Ural Electrochemical Integrated Plant
(Novoural’sk, Sverdlovsk region)
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Cascades of short centrifuges, ECP (Zelenogorsk,
Siberia)
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Cascades of centrifuges in USA, Holland and Japan
Centrifuge cascades of URENCO

Japanese centrifuges
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Aerodynamic enrichment process
Aerodynamic enrichment processes include 1) the Becker jet nozzle techniques developed by E. W. Becker and associates using the LIGA process and 2) the vortex
tube separation process. These aerodynamic separation processes depend upon diffusion driven by pressure gradients, as does the gas centrifuge.
These aerodynamic separation processes depend upon diffusion driven by pressure gradients, as does the gas centrifuge.
In effect, aerodynamic processes can be considered as non-rotating centrifuges. Enhancement of the centrifugal forces is achieved by dilution of UF6 with
hydrogen or helium as a carrier gas achieving a much higher flow velocity for the gas than could be obtained using pure uranium hexafluoride.
The Uranium Enrichment Corporation of South Africa (UCOR) developed and deployed the continuous Helikon vortex separation cascade for high production rate
low enrichment and the substantially different semi-batch Pelsakon low production rate high enrichment cascade both using a particular vortex tube separator
design, and both embodied in industrial plant. A demonstration plant was built in Brazil by NUCLEI, a consortium led by Industrias Nucleares do Brasil that used
the separation nozzle process.
However all methods have high energy consumption and substantial requirements for removal of waste heat; none are currently still in use
Gas composition UF6/H2 (4.2% of UF6)
Input pressure
0.26 bar (26 kPa)
Coefficient of expansion
2.1
Volume coefficient of
flux partitioning
0.25
Coefficient of isotopic
enrichment
1.48ˑ10-2

The X-ray based LIGA manufacturing process
was originally developed at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
Germany, to produce nozzles for isotope enrichment
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The Helikon vortex separation process
The vortex tube was invented in 1931 by French physicist Georges J. Ranque.[7] It was rediscovered by Paul Dirac in 1934 while he was searching for
a device to perform isotope separation.
The Helikon vortex separation process is an aerodynamic uranium enrichment process designed around a device called a vortex tube.
Paul Dirac thought of the idea for isotope separation and tried creating such a device in 1934 in the lab of Peter Kapitza at Cambridge.
In the vortex separation process a mixture of uranium hexafluoride gas and hydrogen is injected tangentially into a tube at one end through nozzles or holes,
at velocities close to the speed of sound. The tube tapers to a small exit aperture at one or both ends. This tangential injection of gas results in a spiral or
vortex motion within the tube, and two gas streams are withdrawn at opposite ends of the vortex tube; centrifugal force providing the isotopic separation.
The spiral swirling flow decays downstream of the feed inlet due to friction at the tube wall. Consequently, the inside diameter of the tube is typically tapered
to reduce decay in the swirling flow velocity. This process is characterized by a separating element with a very small stage cut (the ratio of product flow
to feed flow) of about 1/20, and high process-operating pressures.
Other methods of separation were more practical at that time, but this method was designed and used in South Africa for producing reactor fuel with
a uranium-235 content of around 3–5%, and 80–93% enriched uranium for use in nuclear weapons.
The Uranium Enrichment Corporation of South Africa, Ltd. (UCOR) developed the process, operating a facility at Pelindaba (known as the 'Y' plant)
to produce hundreds of kilograms of HEU. Aerodynamic enrichment processes require large amounts of electricity and are not generally considered
economically competitive because of high energy consumption and substantial requirements for removal of waste heat. The South African enrichment plant
has apparently been closed (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helikon_vortex_separation_process and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vortex_tube ).
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Physical-chemical selection of isotopes
The most usable processes are:
rectification and
isotope exchange

Tower with rectification
columns for enrichment
of 13C

Institute of molecular
physics
Kurchatov institute

The selection effect of these methods
depend on relative difference of
molecular masses.
Thus, it is effective for light and middle
mass elements
The technology is used for industrial
production isotopes
of elelements:
H, Li, B, C, N, O, ...
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Rectification columns of the Colonna complex for
enrichment of 13C Institute of molecular physics Kurchatov
institute
• The Colonna complex is designed for the separation of
carbon isotopes by cryogenic rectification of carbon
monoxide. The complex is designed for 4 dividing
modules. The complex includes: a system for supplying
liquid nitrogen, gasified nitrogen, gas vacuum
equipment, membrane compressors, etc.
•

The separating module is a vacuum shell with D = 400
mm and H = 40 m, inside which there are packed
columns with a spiral-prismatic packing, condensers,
evaporators, gas supply tubes, and measuring sensors.
The module is designed for enrichment in several
stages of the 13C isotope from the natural content of
1.1% to 92% and higher. Simultaneously with the 13C
isotope, the 18O isotope is enriched.

• More than 2 kg of carbon monoxide produced with
enrichment at 13C more than 99%.
Concentration change in stage take-offs:
1–
2- 12C16O; 3- 12C18O – 1st stage take-off
4- 13C16O; 5 – 12C16O; 6- 12C18O – 2d stage take-off;
7– 13C16O; 8 – 12C16O; 9- 12C18O; 10 – 13C18O – 3d stage take-off
13C16O;
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Separation of Lithium isotopes
For a lithium compound distributed between two immiscible phases there is a slight tendency for 6Li to be favored in one
phase and 7Li in the other, because of small differences in solvation. This is perhaps the most
widely studied area for lithium isotope separation. The single stage separation factor, α67 , is defined as

α67

=

[6𝐿𝑖]/ 7𝐿𝑖 𝐿𝑖 𝑎 𝐻𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑚
[6𝐿𝑖]/ 7𝐿𝑖 𝐿𝑖𝑂𝐻

~ 1.04÷1.06

Several important criteria must be met before any given two-phase system can provide a useable process with an
acceptably large α (> 1.03). These are:
1. The element should be fairly evenly distributed between the two relatively immiscible solvents
2. The whole system should be chemically stable
3. A rapid exchange of the element should occur between the two phases when they are in contact LiOH) a Hg amalgam
4. Preferably, the element should exist in different chemical forms in the two phases; at the least, the solvation
environment must be significantly changed from one phase to the other
5. A simple method of countercurrent contacting and separation of the two phases should be possible on a continuous
basis
Criterion 4 is critical to the magnitude of a, which is dependent on the extent to which the environment of the element
varies between the two phases . Ideally, a gaseous form of the element is desirable as one phase, but for lithium no such
compounds exist at or near ambient temperature. Second best is a system where the two forms of lithium have different
oxidation states; the COLEX process, described below, took advantage of this principle.
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The COLEX (Column exchange) electrochemical process:
isotope exchange “aqueous LiOH
Li a Hg amalgam”
Natural composion of lithium 6Li (7.53%) and 7Li (92.47% )
No significant isotope effects (a > 1.005) were found for simple aqueous-organic or organic-organic two-phase systems involving distribution of lithium
compounds. Usually the lithium salts were much more soluble in the aqueous phase. However, good results were obtained when one of the phases was
a liquid lithium-mercury amalgam.
The COLEX (Column exchange) electrochemical process exploits the fact that Lithium-6 has a greater affinity for mercury than does Lithium-7.
•

A lithium-mercury amalgam is first prepared using the natural material.

• The amalgam is then agitated with a lithium hydroxide solution, also prepared from natural lithium.
•

The desired Lithium-6 concentrates in the amalgam, and the more common Lithium-7 migrates to the hydroxide. A counter flow of amalgam and
hydroxide passes through a cascade of stages until the desired enrichment in Lithium-6 is reached.
α67

•

=

[6𝐿𝑖]/ 7𝐿𝑖 𝐿𝑖 𝑎 𝐻𝑔 𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑎𝑚
[6𝐿𝑖]/ 7𝐿𝑖 𝐿𝑖𝑂𝐻

~ 1.04 (at 50oC)÷1.06 (at 0oC)

The Lithium-6 product can be separated from the amalgam, and the "tails" fraction of Lithium-7 electrolyzed from the aqueous lithium hydroxide
solution. The mercury is recovered and can be reused with fresh feedstock.

It is generally believed that any new industrial plants for Li enrichment would not be based on the amalgam system, mainly because of the hazards
involved in handling huge volumes of toxic mercury.
However, any chemical exchange process replacing the amalgam system will have a > 1.04 as a prime target.
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Ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) for selection of isotopes

Schematic of the ICR separation process

Schematic of an ICR separation facility (patent application)

Larmor ion frequency:
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Ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) facilities in Moscow and in
Saclay
Scheme of the ICR separator 
State, Institution

Target isotopes
of elements

Russia, Kurchatov Institute (R&D)

Gd, Nd, U, ...

USA, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Pd, ...

France, Centre d’Estudes de Sacley (R&D)

U, Gd, Nd, ...

“Sirena” ICR lab separator for selection of Li isotopes Institute of
Molecular Physics, Kurchatov Institute 

Part of ICR installation 
Departement des Pocedes d’Enrichissement, Centre d’Etudes de Sacley
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Laser (optical) methods for selection of isotopes
AVLIS — atom vapor laser isotope
selection based on selective polyphoton ionization of atomic vapor

MLIS — molecular laser isotope selection
based on selective excitation of molecules
by photons. The process is followed by
essential difference of reactionary
capability excited and not excited
molecules.

235U+ ion

Threshold

of ionization

3

Absorption spectra of UF6 at temperatures

normal

ultralow

235U**

2
235U*

238U*

1
Gs

Energy scheme of a variant of
selective photo-ionization of 235U:
3 photons are used consistently
for the ionization
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AVLIS-setup for isotope separation in Kurchatov Institute

Collector of
dump

+
+
+
+
+

Evaporat
or

-2500 v
Collector
of
product

Atomic vapor

Principle of AVLIS
selector
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48Ca

Enrichment at KAERI
(Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute)
ALSIS (Advanced Laser Stable Isotope Separation)
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SILVA/AVLIS Project in France
by presentation of
Serge JULLIAN
jullian@lal.in2p3.fr
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AVLIS equipment in Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory
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Laser separation of carbon isotopes
Based on the selective multiphoton dissociation of CF2HCl (Freon-22) in a strong infrared laser field
nh
CF2 HCl 
CF2 + HCl  C2 F4  HCl

N2  36 %, CF2HCl  62 %, C2F4  0,75 %, HСl  0,5 %

KALININGRAD
Russia

The equipment was
developed by TRINITY

t
C 2 F 4  H 2O 
HF  CO  CO 2  H 2
o

http://www.triniti.ru/

at a support of Gazprom

t
CO  O 2 
CO 2
o

α(13C/12C) = 102 ÷ 103
Productivity

15 kg/y 13С 3050%
150 kg/y 12С 99,99%

CO2 Lasers:
Frequency
10 ÷ 600 Hz
Pulse Energy
3J
Pulse Duration ~ 200 ns
Wave Length
9,410,8 m
Gas mixture
СО2:N2:He (1:1:4)
Power consumption
20 kWt
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Methods for selection of stable isotope of elements
H

— phys.-chem.
— gas-dynam.
— laser
— optical but
not laser

He

Li

Be

B

C

N

O

F

Ne

(for Hg only)

Na

Mg

K

Ca
Zn

P

Cd

Ge

In

Ba
Hg

Zr
Sn

Fr

Ra

111

112

Tl

(115)

Tc

Re
At

Sg

116

Co

Ni

Ru

Rh

Pd

Os

Ir

Pt

Hs

Mt

110

Xe

W

Db

Fe
Kr

I

Po

— ICR

Mn

Mo

Ta

Rf

Ar

Br

Te

Bi

114

Cr

Nb

Hf

Ac

Cl

Se

Sb

Pb

(113)

V
As

La

Au

S

Ti

Y

Ag
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Ga

Sr

Cs

Si
Sc

Cu
Rb

Al

Rn
Bh

(117)

118

La

Ce

Pr

Nd

Pm

Sm

Eu

Gd

Tb

Dy

Ho

Er

Tm

Yb

Lu

Ac

Th

Pa

U

Np

Pu

Am

Cm

Bk

Cf

Es

Fm

Md

No

Lr
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Comparison of methods for selection of stable
isotopes
Method of selection

Energy,
eV/atom

Status

Productivity scale or
capacity of prototype

Electromagnetic
(mass-spectrometric)

10 6÷7

Commercial

Tens of g - kg per
year

3·10 6

Industrial

> tons per year

200 $/kg (4.5% U)

Gas compound

10 6

Industrial

> tons per year

200 $/kg (4.5% U)

Gas compound

3·10 5

Industrial

> tons per year

200 $/kg (4.5% U)

Gas compound

Rectification

10 3

Industrial

> tons per year

100 $/kg

Light elements

Isotope exchange

10 2

Industrial

> tons per year

100 $/kg

Light elements

ICR

10 3

R&D

10 kg per year

?

—

AVLIS/SILVA,
laser efficiency ≈10%

10 2

R&D

10 kg per year

?

—

MLIS,
laser efficiency ≈10%

10 2

R&D

10 kg per year

?

—

Gas diffusion
Gas nozzle
Gas centrifuge
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Main most developed and promising projects for
next generation experiments (~ 1027 ÷ 1028 yr)
The table from A.S. Barabash, Front.in Phys. 6 (2019) 160
Experiment

Isotope

M, kg

Sensitivity
T1/2, yr

Sensitivity
<𝑚𝜈 >, meV

LEGEND

76Ge

200
1.000

~ 1027
~ 1028

34÷90
11÷28

in progress

nEXO

136Xe

5.000

9 × 1027

8÷22

R&D

CUPID

130Te, 100Mo,

~ 200÷500

(2÷5)1027

6÷17

82Se, 116Cd

16.11.2020

Status

R&D

KamLAND2-Zen

136Xe

1.000

6 1026

25÷70

R&D

SNO+-II

130Te

8.000

7 1026

20÷70

R&D

AMoRE II

100Mo

100

5 1026

15÷30

R&D

SuperNEMO

82Se

100÷140

(1÷1.5) 1026

50÷140

R&D

PandaX-III

136Xe

65÷170
20÷55

R&D
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Approximate price of ββ-isotopes produced by centrifugation
Isotope
76Ge

Abundance,
%
7.61

82Se

Price per kg (k$)

Cost of 1.000 kg (Mln $)

~ 80 (~ 55)**

80 (64)*/55**

8.73

~ 80

80 (64)*

100Mo

9.63

~ 80

80 (64)*

116Cd

7.49

~ 180

180 (144)*

130Te

34.808

~ 20

20 (16)*

136Xe

8.87

~ 10-20

10-20 (8-16)*
Y. Gando arXiv: 1904.06655 v1
[physics.ins-det] 14 Apr 2019

Taking into account possible 20% price reduction in the mass production

Up to now ~ 1200 kg of 136Xe, ~ 120 kg of 76Ge and 100Mo have been produced
Adopted from A.S. Barabash, Presentation to ICPPA-2018, Moscow, Russia, October 22-26, 2018
with corrections by VK
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NEMO-3 and SuperNEMO: Tracker-Calorimeter technique

B=25 G
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Isotope production sites in the USA

https://www.isotopes.gov/production-network
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Main isotope production plants in Russia

Zentrotech
St.Petersburg
Centrifuge
facilities

RF
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Thank you for your attention!
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Russian), 703 pages, IzdAT, Moscow, 2000. 2-nd edition, 2 volumes, 1325 pages, Fizmatlit, Moscow, 2005.
• V.I. Levin. POLUCHENIE RADIOACTIVNIKH IZOTOPOV (Production of radioactive isotopes). Moscow. ATOMIZDAT.
1972. In Russian.

• Production of isotopes: collection of articles (in Russian). PROIZVODSTVO IZOTOPOV MOSCOW. ATOMIZDAT. 1973.
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